Libraries as a Digital Creation Hub

Austin Olney, White Plains Public Library
Jim Leftwich, Berkeley College Library
Z Baird, Yonkers Public Library
2014 Summer Digital Media Workshop

Over the course of July 2014, Global Ambassadors is running a digital media workshop for middle and high school students at the White Plains Public Library! Ambassadors Raina Kadavel and Nicholas Chiappari will be familiarizing the students with the React News process, including everything from how to use the TriCaster, teleprompter, lights and cameras, how to compose a story, write a script, set up and conduct interviews and put completed episodes together. Each 2-week session will produce four or five React News episodes telling unique stories, both local and global, chosen and composed by the students themselves! Check them out below!

Episodes

Session I

Farmers Market
New NY Bridge
The Forbidden City
World Cup

Session II

Cyber-Bullying
The Water Challenge
Service Dogs
CharityMiles
TV Camp Summary

Our Process
Episode 1 - Students Rebuild
Episode 2 - Film Festival
Episode 3 - Syria
Episode 4 - Sweden
Episode 5 - One World
Episode 6 - One Million Bones
Episode 7 - Coexistence
Summer Media Workshop Episodes
Farmers Market
TriCaster 40 v2  FREE SHIPPING!
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TV Production
You can check out the final cut of the PSA here: http://frontboxcreative.com/wplains

-Post by Justin Hoenke, Tame the Web Contributor
“Green Screen Video Making”

Thu, April 24, 3:30pm – 4:30pm

Ever wonder how they created special effects in The Matrix? Many of today’s special effects are created through what’s known as chroma key compositing, aka using a “green screen.” Come see for yourself and make a video of your very own.

For Teens. No registration required.

Contact
The Edge: 422-1481
Adult Reference: 422-1480
Circulation: 422-1490
Renewals: 674-4169

Edge Hours
Mon-Thu: 2pm-9pm
Fri: 2pm-6pm
Sat: 10am-5pm
Sun: 1pm-5pm

All programs and events in the Edge were made possible by generous grants and contributions from the Sherry-Etta Foundation, Alisate Foundation, Walmart Foundation and the White Plains Library Foundation.

White Plains Public Library • 160 Martine Ave. White Plains, NY 10601

WhitePlainsPublicLibrary
@whiteplainshb
wplteens.tumblr.com
Name
Movie Name: Library Mystery Murder

Studio
Studio Name: Mario Imaan Productions
Logo Style: Street Lamp

Credits
Directed By: Imaan
Edited By: Mario
Written By: Mario and Imaan
Executive Producer: Mario
Director of Photography: Imaan
Production Designer: None
Costume Designer: None
Casting By: None
Music By: iTunes

Tap an item in the Outline or Storyboard
Tap ? for help
Mario Iman Productions

Based On True Events

Every Library has books....

But some are scary
Stop Motion Animation